
Very High Efficiency, Intelligent Heat 
and Energy Recovery Commercial 
Ventilation Units offer:

Best-in-class efficiency ratings

Significant energy and 
operating cost savings

Optional connection to the 
Smarter Building Platform

OUR VENTILATION FAMILY

What Sets Ventacity Apart

Call 1-888-VENTIL8 or visit www.ventacity.com to learn more or schedule a demo

All Ventacity ventilation units can connect seamlessly to our secure cloud-based operations interface, the Smarter 
Building Platform, allowing you to monitor and control ventilation remotely via any Internet-connected device.

The Smarter Building Platform

Very High Efficiency Designed for a Variety of Applications Passive House Institute Certified

Every Ventacity ventilation unit offers industry-leading 
efficiency, controls, and energy savings.  In VS1000 
RTh actual performance 1/26/2022 shown here, 
when the outside air is 32F the incoming 100% fresh 
air is already 62F after passing through the HRV—
this is the source of robust energy savings.

Whether it’s an office building, school, restaurant, retail 
space, healthcare facility, or beyond, Ventacity offers 
a wide range of units that can be customized to fit 
the needs of your space. Rooftop, ceiling mount, and 
decentralized ductless options all help create a healthier 
indoor environment.

Ventacity offers the only commercial ERVs certified by 
the Passive House Institute (VS1000 and VS3000) and 
all of our HRV line is PHI-certified. At above 80-90% 
sensible recovery efficiencies, our ventilation systems 
meet the highest global standards for both energy 
recovery and electrical consumption.



OUR VENTILATION FAMILY

2828 South Corbett Avenue, Suite 119

Portland, OR 97201

1-888-VENTIL8 (888-836-8458)

www.ventacity.com

All Ventacity ventilation units are available in HRV (Heat Recovery Ventilation) and ERV 
(Energy Recovery Ventilation) models.

Detailed specs and more information on each of our ventilation models can be found on the Resources section of our website.

Find the Right Ventacity Ventilation Unit for You

Decentralized (Ductless) Ventilation Units

Designed with minimal noise and near draft-free airflow, 
our decentralized line is the perfect choice for classrooms, 
conference rooms, and other single use spaces.

VS500 SQ

Rooftop Ventilation Units

Our rooftop unit line features a rugged design for easy 
rooftop installation, but is also convertible for mechanical 
room installation. The line’s many built-in operating features 
make these units perfect for various commercial applications, 
such as retail, office, public spaces, schools, and multifamily 
residential buildings.

VS1000 RT
VS3000 RT

Ceiling Mount Units

Our ceiling mount series helps building owners and HVAC 
contractors working on multi-level building projects reduce 
heating and cooling operating costs while improving energy 
efficiency, health, and comfort. Designed to be installed between 
floors in soffits, CM models also reduce installation costs.

VS1200 CM
VS900 CM
VS400 CM
VS250 CM

Call 1-888-VENTIL8 or visit www.ventacity.com to learn more or schedule a demo


